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Introduction 

Thank you for choosing TOPP PRO. The new TOPP PRO ARRAY SERIES cabinets have been 
designed to provide a cost effective high grade solution while maintainig high quality cabinet 
construction and optimum components. 
The array series, can be used for all types of applications including, but not limited to, churches, 
conference centers and discos. 
The woofer and neodymium driver combination provides excellent performance rivaling those 
cabinets costing much more. 

Speakers should be placed in a position that allows for unobstructed sound projection. In many 
instances it is beneficial for speakers to elevate on tripod stands to achieve maximum dispersion 
and reach. Consider TOPP PRO speaker stand or equivalent to raise speakers.
Using quality cables ensure best possible sound. Consider using TOPP PRO 16 or 14 gauge 
cables or equivalent. 
For best results match the speakers to a good amplifier that matches the wattage and 
impedance of your speakers. Proper amplification power results in good quality audio and 
longer component life. Check out.
Avoid pointing microphone directly at an amplified speaker otherwise could cause feedback 
possible damaging speaker components and your hearing.

Our Professional Audio Products are designed and tested by a highly qualified engineering team 
with more than 20 years of experience. Great care is placed in delivering products with excellent 
performance, specifications and dependable reliability. Also great emphasis is placed in creating 
and bringing to market products that can fill multiple applications and also offer customers 
exceptional value.

Installation Tips

Usefull Data

Please write your serial number here for future reference.
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Wall bracket

Satellite

Quick Start

When mounting a speaker onto any stand, always ensure that the stand is on a flat,  level 
sur-face, with the legs fully extended. Be sure to check that the maximum load weight for the 
stands is greater than the weight of the ARRAY SYSTEMS loudspeaker. Never use a stand with a 
maximum load weight lower than the speaker. Do not attempt to mout more than one speaker 
on a stand at one time. 
The ARRAY SYSTEMS loudspeakers are heavy. It is recommended that a second person to help 
place the cabinet on a stand.

When the speaker is placed on a stand, always check the integrity and center of gravity of the 
system If the speaker can be tipped easily, or the pole is swaying, it is recommended that you 
lower the height of the stand. Position the stand and route cables so that the performers and the 
audience cannot tip over or trip on the system.

Subwoofer

Pole

Satellite
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Satellite Layout of The Connector Panel 

More module
Versatile mounting options 
Compared to many other speaker designs, the satellite Series is remarkably easy to install in 
several ways. It can be hung easily with chains, strong wires and cables using the accessory 
brackets. 
There are also options for hanging with a pre-install  rame by itself or configured with a 
subwoofer. 
There are also other options including ceiling and wall brackets as well as an adapter for use with 
a dedicated stand.

One module

The direction of the bracket can be adjusted from any side.

The bracket support wall and leiling mounting  with most 8 modules .
The direction and angle can be adjusted from any side.

* Option wall bracket
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Satellite Layout of The Connector Panel 

You can insert each three different holes when connecting the rear bracket. You can obtain 
different sound by different angles.

Align two units to make the latch hole in the same line. Insert the latch and lock the screw 
tightly. 

Adjust the angles of the unit (four angles: 0°-4°-8°-12 can be adjusted), insert the rear 
connecting pin into the related slot and put the latch into the hole. 

Connect Manner

1

2

A system in configured by vertically stacking four speaker modules with a total driver 
complement of four woofers and 12 tweeters positioned along the baffle surface, this 
configuration allows the variable directivity control and low-frequency dispersion control 
comparable to using a large constant-directivity horn speaker. A choice of three directivity 
angles---0, 4, 8  and 12 degrees can be employed as needed. 
For instance, a specific directivity angle, or each module can have its directivity independently set 
for a specific coverage requirement. When two or multiple modules are connected to configure 
an arc, they effectively function as an immense single speaker controlling directivity for 
considerably lower frequencies. As a result, public address functions demonstrate optimal 
intelligibility even in environments with long reverb times.

Adjustable sound dispersion(for example four pcs)

directivity 

angle 32
directivity 

angle 48
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Satellite Layout of The Connector Panel 

Minimal reflective effects
Whether mounted on the wall or ceiling, the satellite is remarkably free from the comb filter and 
interference effects often encountered with other speaker designs. It can therefore produce more 
low frequency output even when mounted on the wall or ceiling.

Satellite Back Panel Description

a. set the slide switch at "parallel" position to make the product in parallel.

b. Set the switch at "series" position to make products in series, but the slide switch of the last 
    product has to set at "parallel" position.

1

2

34

1) INPUT: Receive the power coming 
from an external power amplifier.

2) PARALLEL: power output for 
another product to parallel, parallel 
and input are link.

3) SERIES: Power output for another 
satellite speaker to series. 

4) Slide Switch: Parallel or Series 
Transform Switch
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INPUT

Satellite Down Connection 

- Power output for satellite speaker down connection 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Module (1-3-5-7):

Module (2-4-6-8):

8 Module.array.
(4.ohms)

6 Module.array.
(5.33.ohms)

Module (1-3-5):

Module (2-4-6):

4 Module.array.
(8.ohms)

Module (1-3):

Module (2-4):

2 Module.array.
(4.ohms)

Module (1-2):

1 Module.array.
(8.ohms)

Module 1:

INPUT

INPUT

INPUT

INPUT
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8 Satellite Up Connection 

- Power output for satellite speaker UP connection 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Module (1-3-5-7):

Module (2-4-6-8):

8 Module.array.
(4.ohms)

6 Module.array.
(5.33.ohms)

Module (1-3-5):

Module (2-4-6):

4 Module.array.
(8.ohms)

Module (1-3):

Module (2-4):

2 Module.array.
(4.ohms)

Module (1-2):

1 Module.array.
(8.ohms)

Module 1:

INPUTINPUTINPUTINPUTINPUT



9Subwoofer Back Panel Description

12345678910

14

13

12

11

17

15

16

(1) AC POWER SOCKET WITH MAIN FUSE.
(2) ON-OFF MAIN POWER SWITCH.
(3) IP CONTROL
(4) Preset Selector: 4*X-3 / 8*X-3 / User (Custom Sound)

4*X-3: Allow use this subwoofer with the 4 speaker satellite. Defaults Factory preset
8*X-3: Allow use this subwoofer with the 8 speaker satellite. Defaults Factory preset
User: Adjusts the Equalization according to the convenience of the user, depending on the     
acoustics of the place and the implementation of the system. This setting can be performed 
by a PC via LAN port, using a router for internet. This “preset” comes from factory set with 
the parameters of the 4*X-3, after making the necessary changes you can be save into the 
system.

(5) SWITCH FOR FRONT LED ON OR OFF
(6) THRU OUTPUT ON XLR CONNECTOR

This is a male XLR-type connector that produces exactly the same signal that is connected to 
the main input jack or a mix of input1 and input2.

(7) POWER. GREEN LED, INDICATE ON STATUS.
(8) SIGNAL / LIMIT,  RED LED, INDICATE ON STATUS.
(9) Input 2 Volume Control
(10) Input 1 Volume Control
(11) LINE / MIC SWITCH(CHANNEL INPUT1 ONLY)
(12) XLR AND 1/4” COMBO INPUT1

INPUT1 may accept a MIC or line-level signal via XLR or line-level signal via TRS 1/4” cable.
Be aware of the position of the MIC / line switch (11).

(13) XLR AND 1/4” COMBO INPUT2
INPUT2 may accept Hi-Z sources (such as guitars) via the TRS 1/4” input, or line-level signal 
via XLR.
NEVER connect the output of an amplifier directly to the input of the loudspeaker. This could 
damage the input circuitry of the active loudspeaker.

(14) RCA INPUTS(INPUT2 ONLY).
(15) CONVECTION FAN
(16) INPUT1 / MIX SWITCH (THRU OUTPUT)

This switch allows you to choose whether only the input1 signal is sent out to the next 
loudspeaker(switch out-input1) or mix of the input1 and input2 signals are sent out to the 
next loudspeaker(switch in-Mix).

(17) SPK connector to satellite: Use pins + 1 positive / -1 negative

11
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10 Technical Specifications

satellite Line Array:
Indicates number of amp ch $ impedance (per ch)
Multiple modules connected in series (+) & parallel (//)
See patch sketches in "Powering your mini line array.

Single channel configuration
Array Power 
Rating(AES)

1 module array      1ch 8 ohms

2 module array      1ch 4 ohms (2//)

4 module array      1ch 8 ohms (1+2)//(3+4)

6 module array      1ch 5.33 ohms (1+2)//(3+4)//(5+6)

8 module array      1ch 4 ohms (1+2)//(3+4)//(5+6)//(7+8)

30W

60W

120W

180W

240W
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10Technical Specifications

96dB / 130dB Max

1 x 12", φ320mm-2.5" Voice Coin 

SOHO S12X

700 W Continuous /1400 W Program/2800 W Peak Class-D@4ohms

350 W Continuous /700 W Program/1400 W Peak Class-D@4ohms

350 W Continuous /700 W Program/1400 W Peak Class-D@4ohms
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11 System Connection Plate 

Make your initial connections with all the equipment powered off, and ensure that all the main 
volume controls are turned completely down.

For Passive Full-range Speaker Cabinet 
1) Connect one side of the speaker cable to the Output CH A / CH B to Binding Post of your 
    stereo power amplifier and the other side to the Input socket of your speaker cabinet. 
2) Complete other connections as illustrated.
3) Turn up your mixer first, then the stereo power amplifier. 
4) Turn up the volume controls of your amplifier to about70%.
5) Use PFL function to get the proper input level for the mixer, and adjust the Mian Mix Level 
    control to manipulate the output level. 
6) After using, turn off your stereo power amplifier first, then the mixer.

Satellite Satellite

Speaker Cable-L Speaker Cable-R

Stereo Power Amplifier

Left / Right

Mian Output

DSP control cable

PC

Mixer
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11System Connection Plate 

Make your initial connections with all the equipment powered off, and ensure that all the main 
volume controls are turned completely down.

Two Active Subwoofers & Two Passive Satellite Speakers
1) Connect one side of the signal cable to the output of your mixer (left / right) with a TRS or 
    XLR connector and the other side of the cable to the line input (combo) in the active 
    subwoofer (with a TRS to XLR connector). Then connect the speakon cable from the output 
    of power in the Subwoofer to the X3 satellites input.
2) Complete other connections as illustrated.
3) Turn on your mixer first, then the stereo power amplifier. 
4) Turn up the volume controls of your amplifier to about70%.
5) Use PFL function to get the proper input level for the mixer, and adjust the Mian Mix Level 
    control to manipulate the output level. 
6) After using, turn off your stereo power amplifier first, then the mixer.

Mixer

Subwoofer Subwoofer

Satellite

Line 
Input

Line 
Input

Satellite
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System Connection Plate 

Mixer

Subwoofer Subwoofer

Satellite

Line 
Input

Line 
Input

Satellite
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12Wire Connections

Either the 1/4" TRS phone jack or XLR connector can be wired in balanced and unbalanced modes, 
which will be determined by the actual application status, please wire your system as the 
following wiring examples:

The series speaker connections are made via the rear panel 1/4" and/or Speakon connectors for 
easy interface with industry standard cables. Standard, unshielded speaker wire (available at your 
local pro audio or music store), with either 1/4" phone or Speakon connectors and wire gauge of 
12-14 AWG is recommended.

If your amplifier uses binding posts you can use speaker cables with banana connectors, but be 
sure to pay attention to the +/- polarity when making the connections. Make sure that the + 
terminal of the speaker, or banana connector, is connected to the+ terminal of the power 
amplifier, and that the - terminal of the speaker, or banana connector, is connected to the - 
terminal of the power amplifier. It is important that your PA system is connected in-phase, 
otherwise you will not have the proper low-end response and stereo image.

Use the following diagrams below to ensure proper connections when wiring your system:
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Guarantee
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